
QHaiti's government is trying to
improve the country's tourism
infrastructure, including through
a $13.2 million airport improve-

ment project financed by Venezuela and a
$27 million project from Petrocaribe,
which includes money to develop coastal
towns. The country's tourism budget has
more than doubled from previous adminis-
trations to $4.7 million, and it is offering
15-year tax breaks on hotel and resort
projects and training police offers to
respond to tourists. While the government
touts the tourism industry as a potential
job producer, critics have said that the
country should focus on other priorities. Is
developing the tourism sector in Haiti a
priority for economic growth, and are the
government's actions helping the indus-
try? Will Haiti be able to compete with
neighboring countries that are already
popular tourist destinations? In addition to
the tourism sector, where should the
Haitian government be focusing efforts for
economic growth?

ADavidson Toussaint, CEO and
founder of Haiti Tourism Inc.:
"Even though the media does not
really show or talk about it, Haiti

has always shared its part of the natural
beauty and potentials of the Caribbean.
For most Caribbean countries, tourism has
represented a large part of their economic
growth. For the past 20 to 25 years, Haiti's
governments have ignored the tourism sec-
tor and its economic potential. The current

government not only sees tourism as a way
to grow Haiti's economy, but also as a way
to reshape the country's image, which has
been damaged by political chaos and disas-
ters. It is evident that the government's
actions are helping the industry: we have
two new major international hotels with
more to come, Air Transat now includes
Haiti in its tourist destination program,
JetBlue finally flies to Haiti, and new air-
ports are being built. This not only helps
the industry, but also helps more people to
understand that Haiti is open for business.
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Pablo Longueira, the conservative candi-
date in Chile's upcoming presidential
race, has withdrawn because he is suf-
fering from depression, his son said
Wednesday. Conservatives are expected
to meet today to select a replacement
candidate. See story on page 2.
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Political News

Longueira Withdraws From 
Chile's Presidential Race

Pablo Longueira, the conservative candi-
date in Chile's upcoming presidential
election, has withdrawn from the race
because he is suffering from depression,
according to the politician's son, BBC
News reported. Longueira, a former
finance minister, defeated Andrés

Allemand, a former defense minister,
nearly three weeks ago in the primaries
for the conservative Alianza bloc.
Longueira has been suffering from
depression since then, said his son, Juan
Pablo Longueira. "His health has been
deteriorating as a consequence of a clini-
cal picture of diagnosed depression. We
have witnessed the huge and painful
effort that he has made to overcome this
situation and respond to the presidential
challenge," said Longueira's son. The gov-
erning alliance of President Sebastián
Piñera is expected to select a replacement
for Longueira to run in the Nov. 17 elec-
tion. Former President Michelle Bachelet
is the front-runner ahead of the election,
according to opinion polls. Longueira's
withdrawal could cause a leadership crisis
among conservatives in Chile. He is also
not the first candidate to step away from
this year's presidential race. In April,
Laurence Golborne, who served as min-
ing minister in Piñera's government and
saw his popularity increase after the 2010
rescue of 33 trapped miners, abandoned
his presidential bid after a financial scan-
dal. In 2010, Piñera became Chile's first
conservative leader in more than 20 years.
However, his popularity has slumped

since then and his center-right alliance
was defeated last month in some key local
elections, including in Santiago. 

Panama Charges Crew of 
Detained North Korean Ship

Authorities in Panama have filed charges
against the 35 crew members of a North
Korean ship that last week was found to
have weapons aboard as it approached the
Panama Canal, BBC News reported.
Panamanian prosecutor Javier Caraballo
alleged that the crew members endan-
gered public security by transporting war
material illegally on the ship, the Chong
Chon Gang, which had sailed from Cuba.
"According to its declaration, the ship
only carried 10,000 [metric] tons of
sugar, it never declared war material and
that in itself is a violation of the rules and
a grave danger for the transit through the
Panama Canal," said Caraballo. The crew
remained silent when the charges were
brought against them. The weapons,
which Cuba said
were obsolete and
were being sent to
North Korea for
repairs, were discov-
ered beneath bags of
sugar. United
Nations sanctions
bar countries from
providing weapons
to North Korea
because of the Asian
country's nuclear
program. Panama
has asked the United Nations to investi-
gate whether the shipment violated the
sanctions. Panamanian Security Minister
José Raúl Mulino said the crew had run
afoul of Panamanian and international
law. "This is not an official or military
ship belonging to the North Korean gov-
ernment," said Mulino. "It's a commercial
ship which wanted to pass through the
Panama canal with a [cargo] declaration
which failed to reflect what it was carry-
ing, turning a blind eye to the fact that its
cargo could be violating U.N. resolu-
tions." The crew will reportedly remain
detained while Panamanian authorities
perform a more thorough search of the
ship by removing all the bags of sugar
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Cuban Baseball Player Defects 
to U.S. During Series in Iowa

A 24-year old Cuban baseball player 
has reportedly defected to the 
United States while visiting Iowa to 
play a series of five games against a 
team of U.S. college stars, BBC News 
reported. Misael Siverio disappeared 
from the Cuban national team's 
hotel and did not appear on the 
team list published by U.S. organiz-
ers Wednesday. In the past two 
years, Yoenis Cespedes of  the 
Oakland A's and Yasiel Puig of the 
Los Angeles Dodgers have become 
rising stars in U.S. major league 
baseball after defecting from Cuba.

Brazilian Regulator Opens
Investigation of Batista's OGX

Brazil's Security and Exchange
Commission (CVM) has begun
investigating OGX Petróleo e Gás
Participações, one of billionaire
Eike Batista's companies, after indi-
vidual investor Rafael Ferri filed a
complaint alleging possible insider
trading, Bloomberg News reported
Wednesday. The complaint notes
that Batista sold 126.7 million shares
of OGX in May and June just before
the company announced that it was
stopping projects and potentially
halting crude output next year. OGX
and its holding company EBX
Group Co. have not commented on
the investigation.

Pope Francis to Shun Bullet-Proof
Vehicles in Visit to Brazil

Pope Francis will not use the bullet-
proof "popemobile" during his trip
next week to Brazil, saying he wants
closer contact with the crowds,
Reuters reported Wednesday.
Francis, an Argentine and Latin
America's first pope, plans to use the
same open-top Jeeps that he has
employed at his general audiences in
the Vatican. 

“ We have witnessed the

huge and painful effort that 

he has made to overcome this 

situation and respond to the

presidential challenge.”
— Longueira's son, Juan Pablo

Mulino
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under which the arms were concealed.
The charges were filed against the crew
just hours after North Korea made its first
statement about the incident and asked
Panama to release the ship's crew. "This
cargo is nothing but aging weapons
which are to be sent back to Cuba after
overhauling them according to a legiti-
mate contract," North Korea's foreign
ministry said in a statement released by
the government-run Central News
Agency. 

Economic News

IMF May Back Argentina in 
Seeking Review in Debt Default Case

The International Monetary Fund may
back Argentina's government in its
request that the U.S. Supreme Court
review the ruling of a lower court in a
case involving its massive debt default
more than a decade ago, Bloomberg News
reported. The IMF's managing director,
Christine Lagarde, is planning to ask the
lender's executive board to approve the
submission of a friend-of-the-court brief
in support of the South American coun-

try's recent petition to the Supreme Court
involving so-called holdout creditors who
refused to accept debt restructuring deals
after Argentina's $95 billion default in
2001, two people familiar with the matter
told Bloomberg News. Argentina is argu-
ing that a U.S. appeals court in New York
erred when it ruled last year that the gov-
ernment cannot pay holders of restruc-
tured debt unless the holdouts are also
paid. In its petition to the Supreme
Court, Argentina said the lower court's
ruling "represents an unprecedented
intrusion into the activities of a foreign
state within its own territory that raises
significant foreign relations concerns for
the United States." 
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A lot remains to be done in order to
compete with other countries in the
Caribbean. We have natural potential,
and we have a history that can be attrac-
tive for some groups of tourists, but we
need more than that. The good news is
that the government and private sector
are working hard to bring Haiti back. It
will probably take some time, but Haiti
in the future should be able to compete
with other popular Caribbean tourist
destinations. In addition to the tourism
sector, the government should be focus-
ing its efforts on agriculture; we have a
great history in sugar and coffee produc-
tion, and there is a lot more that can be
produced in Haiti when it comes to agri-
culture."

AJames Morrell, executive
director of the Haiti
Democracy Project: "In Haiti,
the government is right to steer

investment into a sector that could be the
country's ticket out of poverty. Tourism
is a big, if not the biggest, contributor to
GDP of Haiti's four neighbors: the
Bahamas, Cuba, the Dominican
Republic and Jamaica. It earned $4 bil-
lion in 2010 for the Dominican Republic
compared to $43 million for Haiti. The
eastern republic had 66,968 hotel rooms
to Haiti's 1,758. Yet even with so few
rooms, hotels and restaurants accounted
for 25 percent of Haiti's GDP. The reason
for the four countries' success is that
each, in its own way, has instituted the
rule of law. Tourism growth in Haiti
quickly hits an invisible ceiling imposed
by the prevailing lawlessness at the top.
Ex-presidents, parliamentarians and
power-holders, no matter how violent
and corrupt, enjoy near-perfect impuni-
ty. According to recent allegations,
Haitian senators ordered the killing of
two foreigners at Haiti's prime tourist
location, Jacmel. One senator holds his
seat to this day, and the other remains a
top advisor to President Martelly. To cre-
ate an environment for tourism, and all
economic activity that depends on a
secure and predictable framework, Haiti

must prosecute its entire coterie of high-
level offenders without delay or excuses.
Equally, U.S. policy must change from
coddling the corruptionists in power to
making common cause with the more
farseeing elements of civil society who
would, with mass backing, institute the
rule of law. Until this is done, tourists in
Haiti will remain a hardy breed, not a
numerous one."

ARaymond A. Joseph, former
ambassador of Haiti to the
United States: "Most people
forget that in the late 1940s and

'50s, Haiti was among the three major
Caribbean destinations for North
American tourists, vying with Cuba and
Puerto Rico. With the advent of a right-
wing dictator in Haiti in 1957 and the
1959 victory of Castro in Cuba, tourists
discovered the other Caribbean spots
that have become so popular. Thus, Haiti
has the potential of recovering its allure
for tourists, but it won't happen
overnight. Haiti can compete because, in
addition to its beautiful beaches, the
country can play up its cultural and his-
torical uniqueness as the second inde-
pendent nation in the Western
Hemisphere, second only to the United
States. With more than 30 fortifications
in various parts of the country, refur-
bished as main attractions, Haiti would
become a mecca for North American
tourists in search of surf and sun, while
getting a vibrant history lesson and
enjoying a unique culture, the closest
one to West Africa in the Caribbean. But
with only a little more than 1,000 hotel
rooms—as compared to more than
60,000 in the Dominican Republic—it's
obvious that Haiti won't be competing
soon with its neighbors, especially if
emphasis is placed only on beachfront
properties. I contend, however, that Haiti
needs to invest in the environment and
agriculture to stop the degradation of
the land, reclaim its beauty and attain
self-sufficiency in food. Hopefully,
Haiti's leadership will show by deeds that
grand pronouncements about these two
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The lower court's ruling 

"represents an unprecedented

intrusion," Argentina has argued. 
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vital sectors aren't simply that. With less
than 2 percent in the current budget for
the environment and only 4 percent for
agriculture, Haiti's leadership has failed
in prioritizing what's needed for real
development."

AGilles Damais, chief of opera-
tions for the Inter-American
Development Bank in Haiti:
"The tourism industry generates

direct benefits (tourist expenditures,
jobs), indirect benefits (re-spending of
tourism expenditures such as payments to
employees and suppliers, indirect jobs)
and induced benefits (incomes generated
through employees consumption), allow-
ing growth and economic sustainability.
Moreover, the sector offers opportunities
for young people. Investments have been
made in that sense with the recent
reopening of L'Ecole Hôtelière d'Haiti, an
educational training center supported by
the Ministry of Tourism. Tourism indi-
rectly reinforces other sectors by creating
local demand for products consumed by
tourists, a need for the supply and opera-
tion of tourism-related businesses and by
creating infrastructure for the tourism

sector in the transportation and water and
sanitation sectors. Consequently, invest-
ments made in the tourism sector will
boost efforts in top priority sectors of the
economy. Haiti's government has put a lot
of effort into rebranding Haiti with inter-
national campaigns, including the new
'Haiti is open for business' mantra. These
initiatives, led by national entities
(Ministry of Tourism and Center for
Investment Facilitation), most certainly
brought a new dynamism. They allowed
foreign investors to see potential in Haiti's
tourism industry in specific regions where
investments should be focused. There is a
need to segment the Haitian tourism
product. As Haiti has many different
attractions (cultural/natural sites) that are
unique in the Caribbean, they give the
country a comparative advantage it can
leverage. However, strategies put in place
to develop those have to remain a priority
for the government and be translated in
concrete actions; the IDB is supporting
those efforts."

The Advisor welcomes reactions to the
Q&A above. Readers can write editor
Gene Kuleta at gkuleta@thedialogue.org
with comments.
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